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About This Game

A.L.A.N.

Alex and his friends are Rift Breakers. They must protect their city while fighting the monsters spawning from the Rifts.

Rift Breakers

Alex thought he was a kid like any other, until he becomes a Rift Breaker. Now, he must team up with Lily, Nana and Aimé to
battle the monsters spawning from the Rifts, mysterious cracks of lights.

Two connected linear stories…
A.L.A.N.: Rift Breakers!

Features

2 short linear stories, written in Ren’py.

16,560 words in total

Full controller support and Steam achievements.
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Works on Windows, Mac and Linux!

The default & original language of the game is French.
To toggle English, go the Préférences and select the English flag.
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Title: A.L.A.N.: Rift Breakers
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Mia Blais-Côté
Publisher:
Mia Blais-Côté
Release Date: 5 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

English,French
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It's sucks.
It just a flight plan that you can do in free flight much better.
Take off here and land there just it not like other missions have a story or something that separate missions from free flight.
Don't waste your money you can buy better things with this money.. verry good but take too much process 51%. Fun game, it's
one of those games you can play when you're bored
. Pros and Cons

Pros:
- Nice Story
- Cool Puzzle
- Immersion
- Free
- You get to kill a dude

Cons:
- A 10 minute game
- Pistol physics are awful
- Puzzle was farely easy

I would pick this up if you havent already, tho the game is short it is worth the experience. I liked this game more than i hated it
because you felt like you were actually an agent whose mission was to investigate Ben Miller.

6/10 - Would reccomend. The game wouldn't allow me to build anywhere, there were no zombies only wolves, the graphics
were bad, metal gives stone and stone gives metal, took me 20 min to find hemp and sticks, I crafted a gun before I even
thought before getting a bow, and there are no available multiplayer servers. overall your stuck alone on an island with no one
except 1 wolf every 30 minutes and monuments that give JACK. Just get Rust instead, that way theres still competition. More
like "Pineapple Sex Crew." Boy, that wasn't funny, or clever. ♥♥♥♥ it just play the game already.. When I bought this game
when it was first released, I loved it. While challenging, it was also fun to play and I spent many hours completing the
campaigns. Unfortunately, since it's been released on Steam, I haven't had much success or fun with it. The first three laptops I
tried to install it to and play it on were not successful. I had the flickering issue on the main menu page --which didn't clear up
and there's no help or bug fix to resolve it. On the third laptop, I was finally able to play it for awhile and saved several missions
--but then had a different issue where the game would crash. Now I'm on my fourth and final laptop and playing it in
compatibility mode for windows 7. No crashes yet, but have to replay each campaign because although all my saved games may
be played, it doesn't let me advance to the next level until I open and complete the previous levels. So unfortunately I can't
recommend this game at this time. If there is some better support for different graphics drivers and game crashes in the future,
then maybe.. This is definitely a fitting end to this fantastic trilogy. It's still tense as anything and some parts had me screaming
internally because most of my decisions are me playing by luck and some of those choices were NOT FUN oh my lord. If you
haven't had the absolute pleasure of reading HR: The Prodigy and HR: The Hero Project, the first two parts of this trilogy, then
you are missing out on one Hell of a time. This is a choose-your-own-adventure on a whole 'nother level of 'OH MY GAW
WHY DID I DO THAT' and crippling regret. Given all of them are really cheap too, it's entirely worth it - you get more than
your money's worth, so long as you enjoy reading and also shaving twenty years off your life because this stress is just too damn
much.

TL;DR: I will recommend this until the day I die, along with the two prior installments.
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This game is so deep! If you have ever wanted to sit in the drivers seat of an NFL franchise, this is your chance. FOF7 is
franchise mode in Madden - on steroids. The only knock is that the interface looks dated. In future versions, if the interface
catches up to the level of gameplay FOF will be a 10 out of 10.

For now, I'd rate it a solid 8.. Around half hour of boring gameplay, go to previous areas and kill all enemies...and thats it. Very
lazy DLC.. must say i was really looking forward to playing this game online and feel i have been ripped off with the game
being sold with no online play. This looks like a russian kid's school project, and plays worse. Very poor controls for a driving
game, awful SFX in the menus, and no progression available it seems. Just a crappy truck that you can upgrade, but no other
vehicles available afaik. Very poor.. The game is awesome!
A lot of characters and a lot of cars!

It´s like Mario Kart but you can drive too in the water and in the sky!

I recommend it if you like that genre!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jr3HVW2l014. Very slow pacing. Voice lines are drawn out and done with little effort.
Graphics look like they're from a game made 15 years before the release.. Just simply a fair-priced DLC that you makes you
don't need to grind for money to get a better thing to obtain,. I absolutely ADORED this game. The gameplay is fantastic, the art
is fantastic, and the battles are fantastic. The controls could be better, but otherwise, this game is practically perfect. Even if
you're someone who likes things like fps games, this is still something you'll enjoy. The graphics are also on point.. Played
through this game once last year, and I found myself coming back to play with Corvo. After that I decide to do a Ghost run with
Emily. There's lots of replaybility. I love collecting money and high valued items. I love exploring and listening to peoples
conversations before I Domino enemies with sleep darts.

This game is a lot better than Dishonored 1, imo. I liked Dishonored but literally everything in Dishonored 2 is totally amped up.

I highly recommend this game. This piece of interactive fictions suffers badly from poor execution. That spark of interesting
possibility is there but far too often the narration, dialogue and even scenes are just disjointed. The flow of reading is constantly
being interrupted by these moments where you stop and recognize "Hey that moved way too fast" or "That doesn't make any
sense, the characters were inside how did we get out on a roof?" I find it hard to enjoy a story when my immersion is being
broken every few pages.

I can't recommend Best of Us. Worse than being frustrating, I'm disappointed that time and care weren't taken in editing this
together.

 A.L.A.N.: Rift Breakers is out!:
With a 10% discount.
Both bundles are at 18%.
See you next week for Entre-Deux: Cursed!
. Version 3.0 is up!:
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 The Ren’py engine is updated to 7.2.0.

 Text Outlines added pretty much everywhere. ^^

 In the Help menu, explanations added for the Delete Key. You can delete your saves that way.

 An Extra screen had been made. It regroups both the Music Room and the Image Gallery.

 Text size changes for some lines in the French version.

 Alice Lorange’s 2 dialog blocks, near the end of Rift Breakers, is now in 1 paragraph.

Have fun with Alex and the gang.
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. The history behind A.L.A.N.: Rift Breakers:
I made a forum post about it, but it could be interesting to be seen here, so here you go.

 The Game. Shared Content Update for Donation DLCs:
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Now all Donation DLC have 3 “thank you” images, as thanks for your generosity.
The images are the same for every DLC.
Also, Merry Christmas in advance!
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. 2019 Lunar New Year Sale had begun !:
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35% sales on all my interactives fiction / visual novel-lite / story-games!
All here

The Extra DLCs are at 50% discount.

Also the bundles (might not be available worldwide):
All Mia Games Bundle 
All Mia Games For Gifts 
Games + Extra DLC
Games + Extra DLC (Must purchase together Set)

and VKT Prime System Crash is on the way!
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1018980/
. Ivanoile is on their way…:
Ivanoile ~ Christalixeur Corruption is comming soon on Steam!
A episodic story, in 5 episodes with QTEs and simple battles!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1077330/

* While the store page is up, and the game is completed in French, I still got to finish the English translation. It’ll be ready
before the release day.
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